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Gender recognition is based on the
analysis of several features of

faces. The most important features
are shown in Figure \[fig:input\]. ![
image](images/input_features.jpg)
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{width="1\linewidth"} As shown
in this figure, our input image is

composed of three variables: - The
face in the image - The face parts:
Head, Left, and Right - The gender
expression If there is a one-to-one

mapping between gender
expression and face parts, it is

possible to predict gender
expression from face parts. This
mapping has to be learned using
many training data and subject to

generalization ability. The input of
the genetic algorithm is composed

of the input image and the
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predicted score of each face part.
After all face parts are given, the
sex of the face can be computed
using the prediction of the face

parts. ![image](images/3d_input.jp
g){width="1\linewidth"} The

output of the genetic algorithm is
composed of the estimated face
parts and the estimated score of

each face part. This estimated face
parts are also used as the input of

the genetic algorithm. ![image](ima
ges/3d_output.jpg){width="1\linew

idth"} Genderenet Architecture
=======================
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Figure \[fig:sep\] shows the
diagram of the architecture of

Genderenet. It is composed of two
main modules: (a) the face part

extraction module (b) the gender
recognition module. The modules
are connected by the information

flow module. ![image](images/3d_
arch.jpg){width="1\linewidth"}
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A new approach for gender
recognition in facial images was

developed. The approach is based
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on genetic algorithms. First, the
best feature combination is

selected from several available
features. Secondly, the best number
of clusters for the feature selection
is determined. In the last step, the

best classifier is selected. The main
goal is to provide a gender

classification model. Gender
classification of a person is
important in many human

computer interfaces and can be
used for many application. In this

paper, the genetic algorithm is used
as an optimization algorithm. The
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initial population is generated using
the grey level co-occurrence matrix
as feature vector. In the first step, a
chromosome with genes encoding
the clusters of image patches with

the selected features is created.
The fitness function (more will be
described in the paper) is evaluated

and the best chromosome is
selected. This chromosome

represents the best solution in the
optimization process. In the next

step, another chromosome is
generated using the first

chromosome. The new population
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consists of two chromosomes, one
from the previous generation and
one from the current generation.
The process is repeated until the
maximum number of iterations is

reached. Then, the best
chromosome is selected. The

process is repeated a number of
times until the optimum number of
clusters is determined. In the last
step, a gender classifier is trained
on the features generated from the
selected image patches and the best

classifier is selected. This paper
provides a method for facial
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gender recognition. This method is
based on the adaptive genetic

algorithm. In this method, in the
first step, the best feature set is
selected. In the second step, the

best number of clusters is
determined. In the last step, a

gender classifier is selected from a
number of classifiers. The method
is tested on a new database. The
experiments were done on two

different gender datasets. The first
dataset was collected from a

remote camera and the second one
from a database. The main goal of
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this research is to develop a gender
recognition approach for facial

images. In this paper, four
algorithms are compared. These
algorithms are the grey level co-

occurrence matrix (GLCM), linear
discriminant analysis (LDA), linear
support vector machine (LSVM),

and the radial basis function
(RBF). Each algorithm is applied

to all possible combinations of
extracted feature sets. In the first
experiment, the best features sets

and classifiers are determined.
These results are then compared
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with a gender classifier developed
using the adaptive genetic
algorithm. To evaluate the

performance of the different
feature sets, the database was

divided into two sets 77a5ca646e
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This is a system for facial gender
recognition that is capable to
extract from image most
informative features using an
approach based on genetic
algorithms. In psychology studies
for HCI, the main focus is about
how humans discriminate between
males and females and what kind
of features are more
discriminative. A successful gender
classification approach can boost
the performance of many other
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applications including face
recognition and smart human-
computer interfaces. Despite its
importance, it has received
relatively little attention in the
literature. Motivation: The
male/female gender classification
is an important problem. Due to the
subjectivity and the low level of
features available, males and
females faces are often processed
as different groups. Gender
recognition has been receiving
considerable attention in the recent
years and various approaches have
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been proposed. While most of
these studies are focused on
designing discriminative features
for gender classification, we
propose to use Genetic Algorithm
(GA) to extract them. GA is a
powerful optimization method for
finding the optimal solution for a
specific problem. It has been
successfully used for feature
selection and image processing
problems. Background: Gender
classification problem is important
since human beings can have a
clear gender identification on some
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bodies while for others they have a
preference or attraction on either
sex. It has been shown that most
people have a strong preference for
a specific gender on facial
characteristics. Gender
classification has been receiving
considerable attention in the recent
years and various approaches have
been proposed. Most of them
propose a feature set extraction
followed by classification using
machine learning techniques. In
literature, the most common
feature set is related to the location
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of facial components, shapes,
symmetry and so on. However,
these features have not been shown
to be reliable. Most of them are
based on population level statistics
which provide little information
about the individual members of
the population and thus may not be
effective for certain individuals.
The only way to know if an
individual is a male or female is by
observing the individual himself.
However, it requires interaction
and the subject is not always
cooperative. There is no way of
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determining without any doubt the
gender of an individual without
going through this interaction. One
interesting way to overcome this
problem is to make use of facial
images alone. For example, the
gender of an individual can be
determined by matching the images
of the individual with those of
males or females that are already
stored in databases. This kind of
data can be collected from any
place where people gather; e.g.,
social media, internet, and/or
printed media. Purpose: The
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purpose of this project is to devise

What's New In?

An efficient system to achieve a
good quality of the gender
classification and the performance
of other applications of interest is
also discussed. The results are
obtained on a database of 1024
pictures of individuals of two
different genders. This database is
publicly available. We present an
original approach based on Genetic
Algorithms. The parameters of the
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system are optimized with genetic
algorithms to minimize the
classification error rate. The
genetic algorithm acts as a hybrid
tool to optimize a common system
that includes two main steps: face
detection and face recognition. The
complete approach has been
evaluated on this public available
database with good performance in
most of the cases. References:
Genetic algorithms and their
applications. Advances in genetic
algorithms. T. Koza and M.E.J....
Brole, eds. E.: Springer-Verlag,
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1996. pp. 1-43. R. Korn, R.R.
Singh and W.R. Black, "Gender
recognition from images using a
genetic algorithm," in IEEE
Transactions on Pattern Analysis
and Machine Intelligence, vol. 16,
no. 2, pp. 132-144, 1994.
Experiments: The complete
experiments are split into two
sections. In the first section, the
gender recognition experiments are
presented. The second section
contains the parameters of the
entire system. Experiments are
presented using the entire database
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of 1024 pictures of individuals of
two different genders. The
experiments are run in a public
available software (eigenface).
They are performed as a real-time
face recognition and face
recognition systems. These
experiments are performed using a
genetic algorithm as a hybrid
optimization tool. The genetic
algorithm is used in order to
optimize the system for the
proposed facial gender recognition
system. The other experiments are
the evaluation of the performance
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of the system on a public available
database. The first experiments are
performed on a public available
database of 1024 face images of
individuals of two different
genders. The system is evaluated
by comparing with other face
recognition approaches. It
outperforms all other approaches,
even if its results are very close to
the ones obtained by the SVM
(Support Vector Machine). The
second experiment is performed in
order to evaluate the global
performance of the system. We
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present results of the gender
classification. The performances
are evaluated on the public
available database of 1024 faces of
individuals of two different
genders. The overall performance
of the system is very good. These
results demonstrate the potential of
the proposed approach for the
gender classification. However, the
system is restricted to frontal faces.
It is also possible to extract all
other parameters of interest such
as: facial measurements, head
measurements, eyes, etc. These
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other parameters can be interesting
for many other applications. The
proposed approach provides more
information than a conventional
face recognition systems. It can
also be integrated with many other
applications. It is restricted to
frontal faces. System description:
The face recognition approach is
based on an original system. The
system consists of three
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System Requirements:

MINIMUM: OS: Windows
7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10 Processor: 2.0
GHz Intel Core i3 Memory: 4GB
RAM Graphics: 256MB Nvidia
GeForce 940MX DirectX: Version
11 Network: Broadband Internet
connection RECOMMENDED:
Processor: 3.0 GHz Intel Core i5
Memory: 8GB RAM Graphics:
256MB
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